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This cutting edge book considers the question of Islam and commercialisation in Indonesia, a majority Muslim, non-Arab country. Revealing
the cultural heterogeneity behind rising Islamism in a democratizing society, it highlights the case of television production and the identity of
its viewers. Drawing from detailed case studies from across islands in the diverse archipelagic country, it contends that commercial television
has democratised the relationship between Islamic authority and the Muslim congregation, and investigates the responses of the
heterogeneous middle class towards commercial da’wah. By taking the case of commercial television, the book argues that what is occurring
in Indonesia is less related to Islamic ideologisation than it is a symbiosis between Muslim middle class anxieties and the workings of market
forces. It examines the web of relationships that links Islamic expression, commercial television, and national imagination, arguing that the
commercialisation of Islam through national television discloses unrequited expectations of equality between ethnic and religious groups as
well as between regions.
This book examines how in navigating Hong Kong’s colonial history alongside its ever-present Chinese identity, the city has come to
manifest a conflicting socio-cultural plurality. Drawing together scholars, critics, commentators, and creators on the vanguard of the emerging
field of Hong Kong Studies, the essay volume presents a gyroscopic perspective that discerns what is made in from what is made into Hong
Kong while weaving a patchwork of the territory’s contested local imaginary. This collection celebrates as it critiques the current state of
Hong Kong society on the 20th anniversary of its handover to China. The gyroscopic outlook of the volume makes it a true area studies booklength treatment of Hong Kong, and a key and interdisciplinary read for students and scholars wishing to explore the territory’s complexities.
"In recent years research into creative labour and cultural work has usually addressed the politics of production in these fields, but the
sociotechnical and aesthetic dimensions of collaborative creative work have been somewhat overlooked. This book aims to address this gap.
Through case studies that range from TV showrunning to independent publishing, from the film industry to social media platforms such as
Tumblr and Wattpad, this collection develops a critical understanding of the integral role collaboration plays in contemporary media and
culture. It draws attention to diverse kinds of creative collaboration afforded via the intermediation of digital platforms and networked publics.
It considers how these are incorporated into emergent market paradigms and investigates the complicated forms of subjectivity that develop
as a consequence. But it also acknowledges historical continuities, not least in terms of the continued exploitation of 'support personnel' and
of resulting artistic conflicts but also of alternative models that resist the precarious nature of contemporary cultural work. Finally, this volume
attempts to situate creative collaboration in broader social and economic contexts, where the experience and outcomes of such work have
proved more problematic than the rich potential of their promise would lead us to expect
Pop City examines the use of Korean television dramas and K-pop music to promote urban and rural places in South Korea. Building on the
phenomenon of Korean pop culture, Youjeong Oh argues that pop culture-featured place selling mediates two separate domains: political
decentralization and the globalization of Korean popular culture. The local election system introduced in the mid 90s has stimulated strong
desires among city mayors and county and district governors to develop and promote their areas. Riding on the Korean Wave—the overseas
popularity of Korean entertainment, also called Hallyu—Korean cities have actively used K-dramas and K-pop idols in advertisements
designed to attract foreign tourists to their regions. Hallyu, meanwhile, has turned the Korean entertainment industry into a speculative field
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into which numerous players venture by attracting cities as sponsors. By analyzing the process of culture-featured place marketing, Pop City
shows that urban spaces are produced and sold just like TV dramas and pop idols by promoting spectacular images rather than substantial
physical and cultural qualities. Popular culture-associated urban promotion also uses the emotional engagement of its users in advertising
urban space, just as pop culture draws on fans’ and audiences’ affective commitments to sell its products. Oh demonstrates how the
speculative, image-based, and consumer-exploitive nature of popular culture shapes the commodification of urban space and ultimately
argues that pop culture–mediated place promotion entails the domination of urban space by capital in more sophisticated and fetishized
ways.
Mass media has become an integral part of the human experience. News travels around the world in a split second affecting people in other
countries in untold ways. Although being on top of the news may be good, at least for news junkies, mass media also transmits values or the
lack thereof, condenses complex events and thoughts to simplified sound bites and often ignores the essence of an event or story. The
selective bibliography gathers the books and magazine literature over the previous ten years while providing access through author, title and
subject indexes.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right
hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.
MOONSHOT: The Indigenous Comics Collection brings together dozens of creators from North America to contribute comic book stories
showcasing the rich heritage and identity of indigenous storytelling. From traditional stories to exciting new visions of the future, this collection
presents some of the finest comic book and graphic novel work on the continent.

In the early days of Pong and Pac Man, video games appeared to be little more than an idle pastime. Today, video games make
up a multi-billion dollar industry that rivals television and film. The Video Game Theory Reader brings together exciting new work
on the many ways video games are reshaping the face of entertainment and our relationship with technology. Drawing upon
examples from widely popular games ranging from Space Invaders to Final Fantasy IX and Combat Flight Simulator 2, the
contributors discuss the relationship between video games and other media; the shift from third- to first-person games; gamers
and the gaming community; and the important sociological, cultural, industrial, and economic issues that surround gaming. The
Video Game Theory Reader is the essential introduction to a fascinating and rapidly expanding new field of media studies.
Ready, set, Gators roll! Let's go beat the Seminoles!
Offers age appropriate explanations and advice on anxiety in children and ways they can cope with it through the story of "Mabel
and the Panicosaurus."
Music is a universal language, and John Braheny speaks it eloquently as he helps prepare us for our big musical break--by
teaching us the craft of songwriting and revealing secrets of the music business. Includes anecdotes, exercises, and examples
from dozens of songwriters, such as Harry Chapin, Paul McCartney, and many others.
Now a Disney Channel Original Movie, Megan Shull’s smart and funny twist on Freaky Friday is perfect for fans of Wendy Mass,
Jerry Spinelli, and Jon Scieszka! This middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 6, especially
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during homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child entertained and engaged while not in the classroom. With one random
wish, Jack and Ellie are living life in each other’s shoes. He’s her. And she’s him. ELLIE assumed popular guys didn’t worry
about body image, being perfect, or talking to girls, but acting like you’re cool with everything is tougher than it looks. JACK
thought girls had it easy—no fights with bullies, no demanding dads, no power plays—but facing mean girls at sleepovers and
getting grilled about your period is way harder than taking a hit to the face at sports practice. Now they’re dealing with each
other’s middle school dramas—locker room teasing, cliques, video game battles, bra shopping, and a slew of hilariously awkward
moments—until they hopefully switch back! Told in both Jack’s and Ellie’s voices, The Swap offers a fresh and honest take on
tween friendship, all while exploring more serious themes of family, loss, empathy, and what it really means to be yourself. And as
Jon Scieszka says, it’s “seriously, truly, fearlessly funny!”
Helps us in understanding cultural dimensions of various trends in European unification. Suitable for students, scholars, designers
and politicians interested in European policy issues, this book analyses a range of symbols for Europe, interpreting their often
contradictory or ambiguous dimensions of meaning
China’s distinctive social media platforms have gained notable popularity among the nation’s vast number of internet users, but
has China’s countryside been ‘left behind’ in this communication revolution? Tom McDonald spent 15 months living in a small
rural Chinese community researching how the residents use social media in their daily lives. His ethnographic findings suggest
that, far from being left behind, many rural Chinese people have already integrated social media into their everyday
experience.Throughout his ground-breaking study, McDonald argues that social media allows rural people to extend and transform
their social relationships by deepening already existing connections with friends known through their school, work or village, while
also experimenting with completely new forms of relationships through online interactions with strangers, particularly when looking
for love and romance. By juxtaposing these seemingly opposed relations, rural social media users are able to use these
technologies to understand, capitalise on and challenge the notions of morality that underlie rural life.
Record Label Marketing, Third Edition is the essential resource to help you understand how recorded music is professionally
marketed. Fully updated to reflect current trends in the industry, this edition is designed to benefit marketing professionals, music
business students, and independent artists alike. As with previous editions, the third edition is accessible for readers new to
marketing or to the music business. The book addresses classic marketing concepts while providing examples that are grounded
in industry practice. Armed with this book, you’ll master the jargon, concepts, and language to understand how music companies
brand and market artists in the digital era. Features new to this edition include: Social media strategies including step-by-step
tactics used by major and independent labels are presented in a new section contributed by Ariel Hyatt, owner of CYBER PR. An
in-depth look at SoundScan and other big data matrices used as tools by all entities in the music business. An exploration of the
varieties of branding with particular attention paid to the impact of branding to the artist and the music business in a new chapter
contributed by Tammy Donham, former Vice President of the Country Music Association. The robust companion website,
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focalpress.com/cw/macy, features weblinks, exercises, and suggestions for further reading. Instructor resources include
PowerPoint lecture outlines, a test bank, and suggested lesson plans.
The days of the image brands are over, and 'new marketing' has gone mainstream. The world's biggest companies are pursuing a
post-advertising strategy, moving away from advertising and investing in leading edge alternatives. In the vanguard of the
revolution has been John Grant, co-founder of the legendary agency St. Luke's and author of "The New Marketing Manifesto,"
whose radical thinking has informed a generation. Now Grant is set to stun the industry again. In "The Brand Innovation
Manifesto," he redefines the nature of brands, showing why old models and scales no longer work and revealing that the key to
success today is impacting people's lifestyles (think Starbucks, iPod and eBay). At the heart of the book is the concept of the
'brand molecule' to which new cultural ideas can be constantly added to keep pace with change. Cataloguing 32 classes of idea,
Grant presents a practical approach to mixing and matching them within your own market to develop new brand ideas - and new
ideas for existing brands.
This text is an introduction to the future of mass media and mass communications - cross-media communications. Cross-media is
explained through the presentation and analysis of contemporary examples and project-based tutorials in cross-media
development. The text introduces fundamental terms and concepts, and provides a solid overview of cross-media
communications, one that builds from a general introduction to a specific examination of media and genres to a discussion of the
concepts involved in designing and developing cross-media communications. There is also an accompanying DVD-ROM full of
hands-on exercises that shows how cross-media can be applied. For the DVD-ROM: http: //www.lulu.com/content/817927
As the most popular and authoritative guide to recording Modern Recording Techniques provides everything you need to master
the tools and day to day practice of music recording and production. From room acoustics and running a session to mic placement
and designing a studio Modern Recording Techniques will give you a really good grounding in the theory and industry practice.
Expanded to include the latest digital audio technology the 7th edition now includes sections on podcasting, new surround sound
formats and HD and audio. If you are just starting out or looking for a step up in industry, Modern Recording Techniques provides
an in depth excellent read- the must have book
Some hearts are forever… Derek McInnis left the Highlands for a life on the sea. The sea has captured a heart that no woman
could. Until now. Margery’s disguise as a boy doesn’t hide a comely face nor shapely hips. She has no need for a man’s
assistance. Until she does. And naturally, the man who offers his assistance is the man she can’t get out of her mind. Or heart.
Follow a young Bull around the campus of the University of South Florida as he dreams about becoming a student at USF. A book
for USF fans of all ages.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
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Scriptwriting for Web Series: Writing for the Digital Age offers aspiring writers a comprehensive how-to guide to scriptwriting for
web series in the digital age. Containing in-depth advice on writing both short- and long-form webisodes as part of a series, as well
as standalone pieces, it goes beyond the screenwriting process to discuss production, promotion and copyright in order to offer a
well-rounded guide to creating and distributing a successful web series. Written in a friendly, readable and jargon-free style by an
experienced scriptwriting professor and two award-winning web series creators, it offers invaluable professional insights, as well
as examples from successful series, sample scripts and interviews with key series creators, writers and industry professionals.
Verbal descriptions of life have been around for centuries, but the digital age has made access to those descriptions even more
important. Dr. Joel Snyder, an audio description pioneer, has created a book and website offering the first overview of the field,
including its history, application to a range of genres, description of training techniques, and list of resources. Audio description
brings the visual world to life, making theater productions, television shows, films, visual art and events accessible to people who
are blind or have low vision. Describers employ succinct, vivid, imaginative words to convey visual images those with sight take for
granted. Although countries worldwide have taken up the cause, the United States has fallen short on research and institutions to
study the field. Dr. Snyder’s book helps fill in some of those gaps. “For decades, Joel Snyder has combined his astonishing
command of language with his keen attention to detail to create word pictures that stir the mind’s eye, especially for patrons of the
arts whose physical eyes cannot see. [...] His book has been long-awaited, and no doubt will become the standard for prospective
audio describers around the world.” -Kelsey Marshall, Founding Director of Accessibility, The John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts, Washington, DC Dr. Joel Snyder is known internationally as one of the world’s first “audio describers,” a pioneer
in the field of audio description, making theater events, museum exhibitions, and media accessible to people who are blind or have
low vision. Since 1981, he has introduced audio description techniques in 36 states and D.C. and in 35 countries. He holds a PhD
in accessibility audio description from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Dr. Snyder’s company, Audio Description
Associates, LLC (www.audiodescribe.com) uses audio description to enhance a wide range of arts projects including video and
film, museum exhibitions, and live events. As Director of Described Media for the National Captioning Institute, he supervised the
production of descriptions for Sesame Street and dozens of feature films and nationally broadcast television; his descriptions can
be heard at Smithsonian Institution exhibits, the Getty Museum, the Albright-Knox Gallery, and throughout the country at National
Park Service visitor centers. As Director of the American Council of the Blind’s Audio Description Project (www.acb.org/adp), Dr.
Snyder voiced description for network coverage of President Obama’s inauguration in 2009 and 2013, and recently produced the
first-ever audio-described tour of The White House. The ADP website is the nation’s principal provider of information and
resources on audio description.
This college-level media management textbook reflects the changes in the media industries that have occurred in the past decade.
Today's managers must address new issues that their predecessors never faced, from the threats of professional piracy and
casual copying of digital media products, to global networks, on-demand consumption, and changing business models. The book
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explains the new new vocabulary of media moguls, such as bandwidth, digital rights management, customer relations
management, distributed work groups, centralized broadcast operations, automated playlists, server-based playout, repurposing,
mobisodes, TV-to-DVD, and content management. The chapters logically unfold the ways that managers are evolving their
practices to make content, market it, and deliver it to consumers in a competitive, global digital marketplace. In addition to media
companies, this book covers management processes that extend to all content-producing organizations, because today's students
are as likely to produce high-quality video and Web video for ABC Computer Sales as they are for the ABC Entertainment
Television Network.
(Glory Sound Simply Sacred). The increasing treasury of modern hymns and sacred songs by Keith and Kristyn Getty and
collaborator Stuart Townend are explored in this new resource designed for choirs of any level. Many of this writing team's biggest
successes are included, all lovingly adapted by some of our most gifted arrangers. Music for the entire church year is contained in
this collection. Transcending stylistic boundaries, the music and message are home in both contemporary-styled worship venues
and traditional programs. Creative instrumental adornments offer additional options for performance while sensitive arranging
make this compilation accessible to choirs of any size. Available separately: SAB, Listening CD, Preview Pack (Book/CD Combo),
10-Pack Listening CDs, Instrumental CD-ROM (Score & parts for flute, penny whistle, oboe, acoustic guitar, electric bass, drum
set, percussion, violin 1 & 2, viola, cello *Note, instrumentation varies on each song), StudioTrax CD (Accompaniment Only),
SplitTrax CD.
This Book Explains Our Natural Requirements And The Nutritive Value Of The Various Foods We Consume. Carbohydrates,
Proteins And Lipids Are Discussed In Detail. Minerals, Both Micro And Macro, Are Highlighted. Both Fat And Water Soluble
Vitamins Alongwith The Vital Role Of Water Are Emphasized. Each Food Category Is Explained Systematically In Terms Of Its
Functions, Absorption And Metabolism, Recommended Dietary Allowance And Sources.The Book Further Explains Energy
Metabolism, Kinds Of Malnutrition And Various Disorders Arising From Specific Nutritional Deficiency. Prevention And Treatment
Of Such Disorders Are Also Explained. The Book Would Serve As A Comprehensive Text For Students Pursuing Home Science,
Medicine, Nursing And Allied Courses. It Would Also Serve As An Authoritative And Useful Reference Source For General
Readers.
In The Race of Sound Nina Sun Eidsheim traces the ways in which sonic attributes that might seem natural, such as the voice and
its qualities, are socially produced. Eidsheim illustrates how listeners measure race through sound and locate racial subjectivities
in vocal timbre—the color or tone of a voice. Eidsheim examines singers Marian Anderson, Billie Holiday, and Jimmy Scott as well
as the vocal synthesis technology Vocaloid to show how listeners carry a series of assumptions about the nature of the voice and
to whom it belongs. Outlining how the voice is linked to ideas of racial essentialism and authenticity, Eidsheim untangles the
relationship between race, gender, vocal technique, and timbre while addressing an undertheorized space of racial and ethnic
performance. In so doing, she advances our knowledge of the cultural-historical formation of the timbral politics of difference and
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the ways that comprehending voice remains central to understanding human experience, all the while advocating for a form of
listening that would allow us to hear singers in a self-reflexive, denaturalized way.
The Music Business and Recording Industry is a comprehensive music business textbook focused on the three income streams in
the music industry: music publishing, live entertainment, and recordings. The book provides a sound foundation for understanding
key issues, while presenting the latest research in the field. It covers the changes in the industry brought about by the digital age,
such as changing methods of distributing and accessing music and new approaches in marketing with the Internet and mobile
applications. New developments in copyright law are also examined, along with the global and regional differences in the music
business.
“My book … details the living hell that was my experience with concussions. The majority of this story was kept from even my
closest relationships. It wasn’t easy, but it’s time to tell it.” – Dale Jr. It was a seemingly minor crash at Michigan International
Speedway in June 2016 that ended the day early for Dale Earnhardt Jr. What he didn’t know was that it would also end his driving
for the year. He’d dealt with concussions before, but concussions are like snowflakes—no two are the same. And recovery can be
brutal—and lengthy. As a third-generation driver in a family forever connected to the sport of stock-car racing, how could Dale
Earnhardt Jr. sit on the sidelines and watch everyone else take their laps? It was one of the toughest seasons of his life—one that
changed him forever. In this gripping narrative from one of professional sports’ most beloved figures, Dale Jr. shares stories from
his journey: how his career and his injury have transformed him, how he made the decision to retire at the end of the 2017 season
after eighteen years behind the wheel, and what lies ahead for him in the next chapter of his life. There’s no second-guessing and
no regrets from Driver #88. He simply wants to go out on his own terms and make the rest of his life off the racetrack count. Junior
says, “I don’t want these last races to be just about me but rather the people who made my success possible: my fans, the folks
who pack the grandstands rain or shine, my teammates and crew members through the years, industry colleagues, track
volunteers, friends, family, sponsors. They’ve all played a role. I couldn’t have done it without them.”
(Easy Guitar). 18 Seger songs arranged for easy guitar with tab: Against the Wind * Beautiful Loser * Betty Lou's Gettin' Out
Tonight * Even Now * The Fire Down Below * Hollywood Nights * Katmandu * Like a Rock * Mainstreet * Night Moves * Old Time
Rock and Roll * The Real Love * Rock and Roll Never Forgets * Roll Me Away * Still the Same * Turn the Page * We've Got
Tonight * You'll Accomp'ny Me.
Los Angeles, called Tehrangeles because it is home to the largest concentration of Iranians outside of Iran, is the birthplace of a
distinctive form of postrevolutionary pop music. Created by professional musicians and media producers fleeing Iran's
revolutionary-era ban on “immoral” popular music, Tehrangeles pop has been a part of daily life for Iranians at home and abroad
for decades. In Tehrangeles Dreaming Farzaneh Hemmasi draws on ethnographic fieldwork in Los Angeles and musical and
textual analysis to examine how the songs, music videos, and television made in Tehrangeles express modes of Iranianness not
possible in Iran. Exploring Tehrangeles pop producers' complex commercial and political positioning and the histories, sensations,
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and fantasies their music makes available to global Iranian audiences, Hemmasi shows how unquestionably Iranian forms of
Tehrangeles popular culture exemplify the manner in which culture, media, and diaspora combine to respond to the Iranian state
and its political transformations. The transnational circulation of Tehrangeles culture, she contends, transgresses Iran's
geographical, legal, and moral boundaries while allowing all Iranians the ability to imagine new forms of identity and belonging.
'Entertaining, affectionate and righteous' Guardian 'Says so much about being a woman' Cosey Fanni Tutti In 1983, backstage at
the Lyceum in London, Tracey Thorn and Lindy Morrison first met. Tracey’s music career was just beginning, while Lindy,
drummer for The Go-Betweens, was ten years her senior. They became confidantes, comrades and best friends, a relationship
cemented by gossip and feminism, books and gigs and rock ’n’ roll love affairs. Morrison – a headstrong heroine blazing her way
through a male-dominated industry – came to be a kind of mentor to Thorn. They shared the joy and the struggle of being women
in a band, trying to outwit and face down a chauvinist music media. In My Rock 'n' Roll Friend Thorn takes stock of thirty-seven
years of friendship, teasing out the details of connection and affection between two women who seem to be either complete
opposites or mirror images of each other. This important book asks what people see, who does the looking, and ultimately who
writes women out of – and back into – history.
To make money, song-writers need a firm, realistic grasp of how songs generate income. This volume demystifies the process of
doing business as a songwriter. It walks the reader step-by-step through the process of starting and operating a publishing
company, teaches how to pitch songs to publishers, and more.
This is an innovative book that addresses the question of how consumers make decisions about what is good and what is bad in
popular culture. An entertaining and informative guide to the range of aesthetic criteria that goes into judging mass culture's most
celebrated texts and objects - from Batman to motor bikes, and pop stars to internet pornography Brings together a series of
accessible and engaging essays written by connoisseurs of various areas of popular culture Tackles the core question of how
consumers make decisions about what is good popular culture and what is bad popular culture Offers an entertaining and
educative read for academic readers as well as purveyors of culture; moving beyond a 'greatest hits' list of popular culture to
debate broader issues.
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